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I attended the conference in Tanzania with heightened expectation, having attended in Guyana in

2016. An excellent programme of discussion was promised at Dar-es-Salaam and this was certainly

found to be the case.

Over the last century, Dar-es-Salaam has transformed from a small Zaramo fishing village in the 19th

century along a natural harbour of the Indian Ocean into a thriving multicultural city. It is the largest

city in Tanzania and the largest city in eastern Africa by population as well as a regionally important

economic centre. The town blends African, Indian and Arab influences to create a unique culture.

From its Arabic name (Dar-es-Salaam means “haven of peace”), the city later became the capital of

the nascent country of Tanganyika (now Tanzania). Following Tanzanian independence in 1961, the

country’s capital eventually moved inland to Dodoma, but Dar-es-Salaam still remains Tanzania’s

largest city, and it’s most prominent commercial and cultural hub.

CONFERENCE AIMS

1. To promote better understanding amongst judicial officers of all ranks and from all parts

of the Commonwealth of judicial independence issues and to explore the approach to

those issues in different parts of the Commonwealth.

2. To promote greater awareness amongst the Magistrates & Judges of the Commonwealth,

of international treaties and law relating to the development and access to justice, and to

consider the practical application of that body of law.

3. To enhance networking within the Commonwealth Magistrates’ and Judges’ Association

on judicial de

The Conference was opened by the Vice President of Tanzania Samia Suluhu Hassan who gave a

speech on the challenge to all judiciaries in the Commonwealth to expose, punish and fight

corruption and all forms of impunity through an independent judiciary

The Conference was attended by representatives from throughout the Commonwealth, including

the Chief Justice of Kenya, Judge David Maraga, who stole the opening session at conference after

he was introduced by his Tanzanian counterpart, Professor Ibrahim Juma. Judge Maraga received an

extremely enthusiastic round of applause following the recent landmark ruling of an election

petition that nullified the recent Kenyan Presidential Election.



Over the course of the Conference there were several inputs by mainly African speakers, which was

to be expected insofar as the Conference was held in Tanzania. Fair to say that a number of inputs

demonstrate just how far behind some countries are operating. Some instances of excessive delay,

particularly in the rural African areas in bringing cases to court are frankly unbelievable because of

the nature of the rural areas many of which lack even the basic requirements of any technology

which would even include the use of a motor vehicle. It is hardly surprising that many cases never

actually reach a conclusion and are simply abandoned.

I shall refrain from naming the countries involved yet we heard instances of District Judges having to

share a motor vehicle between up to six court areas, covering thousands of square miles. Even

instances of District Judges having to cycle to courts in rural areas. Thankfully we are not in that

position even though we are continually asking for more and more resources to be put into courts.

The outcome of course in remote rural areas of Africa is that without sufficient resources and access

to justice there is the inevitable corruption which makes for a less an effective judiciary.

Sadly two weeks before the commencement of the Conference a local Dara-es-Salaam magistrate

was stabbed to death when a relative of an accused decided that the sentence had been far too

severe. The magistrate lived in the same area as the family involved with the accused and were well

known to each other. This was an introduction to a session on judicial welfare and working

conditions which created a lot of debate. Basically there were a number of questions posed and I

would ask colleagues to read through the questions hereunder and just take a minute or two to

reflect your own position and how these issues impact upon you. It will be an interesting exercise I

feel.

1. In your own jurisdiction, how would you compare working conditions of judicial officers with

those of comparable public employees? Are the judiciary being treated more or less

favourably?

2. Is there any difference in the welfare and working conditions among judicial officers of

different levels? If yes, is the different treatment justified?

3. Are your contractual terms and conditions of service such that the government can

effectively monitor your performance before deciding to renew your contract? Are you

effectively treated as a ‘civil servant’? Is this for judges and/or magistrates in your

jurisdiction?

4. Does the nature of the work of a judicial office affect his/her welfare and health? If yes,

how? Are there any systems in place to assist the judicial officer to deal with their welfare or

health issues?

5. Do you have long working hours in court and still take work home? Do you have enough

reading time to prepare for cases in advance of court hearings? Do you have enough time

allocated within the court day to draft judgements, or do you have to take work home to

complete judgements? If a judgement is delayed for too long, is it a disciplinary matter?

6. Is it acceptable for judicial officers to form an association or trade union to agitate for

improved working conditions and pay?

7. Do you feel that you have acceptable levels of security or protection at court and in your

private life? Have you ever had threats made against you? If so, how was it dealt with?

8. How do you relate the level of working conditions of a judicial officer in your country to their

independence of decision-making?



Obviously some of the questions may not apply to you but however they are of general

interest and I hope that you will consider some of these in your future judicial duties.

The conference was also quite heavily weighted towards the “Judging and Emotion in the

Lower Courts”.

Impartiality is essential to the proper discharge of the Judicial Office. It applies not only to

the decision itself but also to the process by which the decision is made (Bangalore

Principles of Judicial Conduct).

A Judge shall perform his or her judicial duties without favour, bias or prejudice.

A Judges demeanour is crucial to maintaining his or her impartiality, because it is what

others see. Improper demeanour can undermine the judicial process by conveying an

impression of bias or indifference.

The Conference debated the skills and qualities required for judicial work and it was found

that the six most important were:

(a) Impartiality

(b) Integrity/high ethical standards

(c) Communication

(d) Courtesy

(e) Being a good listener

(f) Patience

It has to be said that there were other weird and wonderful qualities suggested by some

delegates, however suffice to say that I will refrain from listing any of them as we are

working under totally different conditions in Scotland as opposed to many African countries.

One area which I found interesting in particular was that making decisions can be very

stressful and your role is not just to sit there and emphasise, however many of the delegates

thought that there was nothing wrong than showing an appropriate “judicial display of

emotion” as there is clearly tension between passive and active judging and your

interactional skills are an important resource as most people do actually behave respectfully

in court if they are treated with respect.

There were a number of other inputs at Conference concerning terrorism and human

rights/wildlife management, computers and mobile phones. One input in particular called

“What’s in a Name”. It is of no interest particularly to the public whether you are a Judge,

Magistrate or Justice of the Peace or any other name. Whatever you are called you are the

face of the Judiciary and as such the public look to you to perform your duty diligently and as

I have previously laid out in earlier comments.

The Conference was extremely useful particularly in revealing many of the human facets of

behaviour which we sometimes take for granted but with a bit of deeper thought you

actually realise just how important your personal demeanour has to be.



It is always important to put forward the Scottish perspective at these meetings and every

opportunity is taken to do this during the debates.

Overall I felt that the aims and objectives of the Association which are:

1. Advance the administration of the law by promoting the independence of the judiciary

2. Advance education in the law, the administration of justice, the treatment of offenders

and the prevention of crime within the Commonwealth.

3. Disseminate information and literature on all matters of interest concerning the legal

process within the various countries comprising the Commonwealth.

In conclusion I would submit that this was a successful Conference which covered the above

noted aims and objectives.

Gordon Hunter JP

Vice Chair SJI
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